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Important information (I/II)

This presentation (the “Presentation”) has been produced by Proximar Seafood AS, a Norwegian private limited liability company (“Proximar” or the “Company”), solely for use in connection with a proposed financing of

the Company. This Presentation and any information contained herein or provided at an oral briefing to which this Presentation relates is being made on a strictly confidential basis, for information purposes only, and may

not be distributed to any other person, reproduced, passed on, directly or indirectly, published or used, in whole or in part, for any other purpose without the prior written approval of Proximar. This presentation does not

constitute an offer to subscribe for or purchase any securities.

This Presentation speaks only as of its date, and the views expressed are subject to change based on a number of factors, including, without limitation, macroeconomic and other prevailing market conditions, investor

attitude and demand, the business prospects of the Company and other specific issues. This Presentation is necessarily based on economic, market and other conditions, as in effect on, and the information available to

the Company as of, their date. These materials do not purport to contain a complete description of the Company, its business operations or the market(s) in which the Company operates, nor do they provide an audited

valuation of the Company. The analyses contained in this Presentation are not, and do not purport to be, appraisals of the assets, stock or business of the Company or any other person. In giving this Presentation, the

Company does not undertake any obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this Presentation or any information or to correct any inaccuracies in any such information.

Neither the delivery of this Presentation nor any further discussions of the Company with any of the recipients shall, under any circumstances, create any implication that there has been no change in the affairs of the

Company since the date hereof. By reading this Presentation or by otherwise receiving this Presentation or the information contained herein, the recipient agree to be bound by the limitations set forth herein.

To the best of the knowledge of the Company, the information contained in this Presentation is in all material respects in accordance with the facts as of the date hereof and contains no material omissions likely to affect

its importance. However, neither the Company (nor any of its respective directors, officers, employees, professional advisers or representatives) makes any representation or warranty (express or implied) with respect to

the fairness, correctness, accuracy, reasonableness or completeness of such information nor this Presentation (including, without limitation, any opinion contained therein), its contents or any of the results that can be

derived from this Presentation, and no reliance should be placed on any information, including projections, estimates, targets and opinions, contained herein. Without limiting a person's liability for fraud, no responsibility

or liability whatsoever (whether in contract, tort or otherwise) is or will be accepted by the Company or any of its respective directors, officers, representatives, employees, advisers or agents as to, or in relation to, this

Presentation or any its contents, the accuracy, reliability, adequacy or completeness of the information used in preparing this Presentation, any of the results that can be derived therefrom or any written or oral information

provided in connection therewith, including, without limitation, any responsibility or liability (i) in relation to the distribution of possession of these materials in any jurisdiction or (ii) for any loss or damage of any kind

whatsoever arising as a result of the use or misuse of these materials) and any such responsibility, liability or obligations is expressly disclaimed, except to the extent that such responsibility, liability or obligations cannot

be excluded by law.

This Presentation contains information obtained from third parties or public sources and is subject to change without notice. Such information has been accurately reproduced and, as far as the Company is aware and

able to ascertain from the information published by that third party or otherwise publicly available, no facts have been omitted that would render the reproduced information to be inaccurate or misleading. Neither the

Company nor any of its respective directors, officers, representatives, employees, advisers or agents assumes any responsibility for the independent verification of any such information and has relied on such information

being complete and accurate in all material respects. Analyses and opinions contained herein may be based on assumptions that, if altered, can change the analyses or opinions expressed. No audit of these materials

has been undertaken by an independent third party. Furthermore, this Presentation contains certain tables and other statistical analyses (the “Statistical Information”). Numerous assumptions were used in preparing the

Statistical Information, which may not be reflected herein. Certain Statistical Information is derived from estimates and subjective judgments made by third parties. As such, no assurance can be given as to the accuracy,

appropriateness or completeness of the Statistical Information as used in any particular context; nor as to whether the Statistical Information and/or the judgments and assumptions upon which they are based reflect

present market conditions or future market performance.
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Important information (II/II)

Recipients must conduct their own independent evaluation of the Company and of the information contained or referred to herein and any other disclosed information. Any decision to invest in the securities of the

Company should be based solely on the recipient's own evaluation of the Company and the information in this Presentation. The contents of this Presentation are not to be construed as financial, legal, business,

investment, tax or other professional advice. Each prospective investor should consult with its own financial, legal, business, tax or other adviser as to financial, legal, business and tax advice.

This Presentation contains certain forward-looking statements relating to the business, future financial performance and results of the Company and/or the industry in which it operates which may prove not to be correct.

This Presentation contains forward-looking statements such as with respect to cost of construction, cost of biomass growth and growth pace as well as sales price and market situation for the Company's product, the

potential value of any potential shares issued as part of the proposed financing of the Company and the Company‘s equity and debt financing requirements and its ability to obtain financing in a timely manner and at

favorable terms. Forward-looking statements concern future circumstances, results and other statements that are not historical facts, and are sometimes identified by the words “believes”, expects”, “predicts”, “intends”,

“projects”, “plans”, “estimates”, “aims”, “foresees”, “anticipates”, “targets”, “will”, “should”, “may”, “continue” and similar expressions. The forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation (including assumptions,

opinions and views of the Company or views or opinions cited from third party sources) are solely views, opinions or forecasts that are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual events to differ

materially from any anticipated development. No representation or warranty is given as to the completeness or accuracy of any forward-looking statement contained in this Presentation or the accuracy of any of the

underlying assumptions. Nothing contained in this Presentation shall constitute any representation or warranty as to the future performance of the Company, any financial instrument credit or other market or economic

measure. The Company has not verified the achievability of any estimate or forecast of future financial performance contained herein, nor any of the methods underlying the preparation of any such estimate of forecast.

An investment in the Company should be considered a high-risk investment. Several factors could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company as described herein to be materially different

from any future results, performance or achievements that may be predicted or implied by statements and information in this Presentation. Certain risk factors relating to the Company and its business operations which

the Company deems most significant as at the date hereof are included under the caption “Risk factors” in this Presentation. Should one or more of such risks or uncertainties materialise, or should underlying

assumptions prove incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those described in this Presentation. Potential investors are required to make their own assessment and analysis of the risks associated with an

investment in the Company. The risks discussed in this Presentation should be read as a high level summary only and not as to contain an exhaustive review of all risks faced by the Company. An investment in the

Company is suitable only for investors with sufficient knowledge, sophistication and experience in financial and business matters to be capable of evaluating the merits and risks of an investment decision in the Company,

and that are able to bear the economic risk, and to withstand a complete loss of their investment.

Each of the Company's professional advisers is acting only for the Company and will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to clients of such advisers or for providing

advice in relation to any potential offering of securities of the Company.

This Presentation shall be governed by Norwegian law. Any dispute arising in respect of this Presentation is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Norwegian courts with Bergen District Court as legal venue in the first

instance.
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Agenda

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Japan is an ideal location for land-based salmon farming

TECHNOLOGY
Efficient RAS system supplied by AquaMaof

FINANCIALS
Attractive financial profile with high margins

Appendix

CONSTRUCTION UPDATE
Construction is progressing according to schedule

PROXImity to MARket
Land-based salmon farming in Japan with significant cost advantage

TRANSACTION OVERVIEWI
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Transaction overview

1) Grieg Kapital AS 7.99 %, Kvasshøgdi AS (Per Grieg jr.) 6.9 %, Sulefjell AS (Elna-Katrine Grieg) 2.03%
2) Minimum until 31 March 2024 or maximum 31 December 2024
3) Subject to final credit approval and sub guaranteed by Grieg Kapital and Daimyo AS

NOK 300m additional funding to take delivery of the hatchery building and fund the company until end 
of Q1 2023

Transaction summary

Project sources & uses

Proximar Seafood AS

(Ticker: PROXI NO)

Proximar Ltd. K.K.

(Operating Company)

Grieg family1

(sponsor)

Daimyo Invest 

AS (sponsor)

Loyden AS

(CEO)

Other 

shareholders

10.04%16.92% 7.05% 5.43%

100%

Up to NOK 250m

Subordinated 

convertible bond

Sources NOKm Uses NOKm

Equity 450 Total capex 965

Sellers credit (land) 60 Land 90

JAML existing 180 Opex 115

JAML new 50 NWC 105

Convertible 250 Other GCP 100

To be funded 435 Contingencies 50

Sum 1,425 Sum 1,425

Invested to date 690

450

990

1,035180

250

340

TotalRaised 
funding

60

Convertible

50

JAML 
Loan

435

1,425

To be 
funded

Equity

50

Total 
project 

cost

Sellers Credit

JAML
Loan

690
See page 7

Funding overview (NOKm)

Nutreco

(feed provider)

▪ Proximar Seafood AS (the "Company"), a private limited company listed on Euronext 

Growth, is a Norwegian land based salmon farming company with its first production 

facility under construction at the foot of Mount Fuji in Japan

▪ Since the inception in 2015, the shareholders have invested NOK 450m in equity to 

support Proximar’s construction of its land-based salmon farming facility

▪ The issuer is progressing according to plan with the facility and is due to take partial 

delivery of the Stage I facility. In connection with the delivery Proximar is 

contemplating to raise up to NOK 300m which will provide funding for the next ~6 

months

▪ Proximar is contemplating to raise up to NOK 250m in a subordinated convertible 

bond issue with a 3-year tenor and 7% cash coupon. The bonds will have a 

conversion right at NOK 6 per share (subject to certain adjustments)

− Key existing shareholders have committed to subscribe for more than NOK 150m 

of the contemplated bond 

▪ Proximar has obtained confirmation from JAML on an extension of its JAML credit 

facility to Q1 20242 and main guarantor Grieg Kapital has committed to guarantee for 

an additional NOK 50m3 increasing the facility to a total of NOK 230m

60.56%

Current capital raise

Capex

Opex & other

Contingencies
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The contemplated financing will provide liquidity for the next six 
months – providing sufficient time to finalize debt financing

1) OPEX consists of personnel expenses,  COGS (feed, electricity, etc.), G&A, and financing cost

Cumulative figures in NOKm per month

Estimated expenditure and major milestones for Proximar

176
200

229 240 250 250

303 303 303

443
487 48727

33
39 51

65 73 81

89

100 110

Mar-23 Sep-23Jul-23

12

Feb-23Dec-22

22

Oct-22

384

Nov-22 Jan-23 Apr-23 May-23

222

Jun-23 Aug-23

189

256
273

289
301

368 376

532

587 597

Opex1

Capex

1

4

5

3

2

Proximar takes ownership of Hatchery and Nursery building and first 

egg insert

Additional financing need given NOK 300m secured through October 

22 financing round

Round tanks in Proximar’s grow-out facility (“PSG”) is completed

Proximar takes ownership of the grow-out facility (“PSG”)

Installation of production equipment completed

1

3

4

5

Capex sensitivity

• Proximar is exposed to currency risk, mainly towards Japanese Yen and 

USD – see page 44 for more information

• All figures in this presentation are converted to NOK on exchange ratios 

as reported by Norges Bank, September average

• Payments of NOK 168m are undertaken in USD, while payments of NOK 

491m are done in JPY. Remaining expenditure, except G&A for the 

Norwegian part of the organization, is done in EUR and NOK

Key milestones

2
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Proximar intends to secure remaining financing for Stage I 
facility through three steps

1) Which is subguaranteed by Grieg Kapital and Daimyo AS

Extension of the JAML loan 

facility
• The NOK ~180m debt from Japanese 

financing provider JA Mitsui Leasing 

which matures in March 2023 can on 

the company’s request be extended 

minimum until end of Q1 2024 and 

maximum until end of Q4 2024

• Grieg Kapital will extend its role as 

primary guarantor, with positive 

confirmation from counter-guarantors, 

covering a total of more than 90% of 

the JPY Facility

• JAML and the main guarantor Grieg 

Kapital has, in addition, agreed to 

increase the loan by NOK ~50m, 

subject to final approval by JAML1

Convertible bond

• The company is planning to raise up 

to NOK 250m through a convertible 

bond in October 2022

• NOK denominated convertible bond, 

convertible into new or existing 

ordinary shares with an initial  

conversion price of NOK 6 per share

• The bond will run until 2025 with a 

cash coupon of 7% per annum

• Each bond will be convertible into 

shares at the option of the 

bondholders during the conversion 

period

Bank/equity financing

• The remaining NOK ~435m is 

intended to be financed through a 

combination of debt and equity

– The company is targeting a debt 

ratio of 45% equalling NOK ~335 

in debt and NOK ~100m in new 

equity

• Debt is expected to be funded 

through bank loans with Japanese 

banks where there is a positive 

ongoing process

1 2 3

The three financing sources are expected to provide the company with the remaining NOK 735m 

to fully finance the stage I facility

Current capital raise
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Agenda

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Japan is an ideal location for land-based salmon farming

TECHNOLOGY
Efficient RAS system supplied by AquaMaof

FINANCIALS
Attractive financial profile with high margins

Appendix

CONSTRUCTION UPDATE
Construction is progressing according to schedule

PROXImity to MARket
Land-based salmon farming in Japan with significant cost advantage

II

TRANSACTION OVERVIEW
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Proximar Seafood in brief

1) As of 30th September 2022
2) Construction contract Daiwa House and RAS system/equipment contract with AquaMaof
3) In functional currencies, some deviation due to exchange ratios. See page 44 for details.
4) Including NOK 180m in guaranteed construction financing from JAML and historical engineering and design (NOK 50m subject to final approval)
5) Including NOK 105m in NWC, NOK 110m in G&A , NOK 100m in financing costs and NOK 25m in historical projecting costs

▪ Norwegian company building a land-based RAS 
facility for production of Atlantic salmon in Japan 

▪ Founded in 2015 and headquartered in Bergen, 
Norway, with backing from the family behind one of 
the largest salmon farmers in the world, the Grieg 
family 

▪ Plans for further expansion, LOI for land close to 
first facility secured

▪ Strong management team with extensive 
operational experience 

▪ Close partnership with AquaMaof, providing 
Proximar with hands-on experience from R&D facility 
in Poland (RAS facility for Atlantic salmon)

▪ Listed on Euronext Growth Oslo since February 
2021 with a current market capitalization of NOK 
~288m1

▪ Invested equity of NOK 450m

Mount Fuji

Atlantic salmon
About Proximar Key selling points

Well underway constructing a 5,300 tonnes land-based salmon farming facility in Japan

Project status – Stage I


Fixed price contracts for ~95 % of construction and 

equipment2 ensuring limited exposure to inflation

Construction according to time and budget3 as 

of 1st of September ~67 % of civil works completed 


Sales and distribution agreement with Marubeni 

for all stage 1 volumes

Overview of total project costHatchery and nursery under construction

Prime location close to the iconic Mount Fuji 

offering significant cost advantage and substantial 

CO2 emission savings due to absence of air freight



Grow-out facility under construction

First harvest expected in medio 2024, giving 

Proximar a significant first mover advantage in 

the Japanese market

Adjacent market in greater Tokyo of ~38 million 

people and 126 million in Japan

1
Stage I production of 5,300 tonnes (HOG) built at 

very attractive CAPEX levels

560

385
90

340
50

690

735

1,425

Civil works Equipment Land Other planned
uses stage 1

Contingencies
and stage 2

planning

Total uses

CAPEX

NOK 1,035m

Already raised capital4)

WC,G&A, financing 

and historical 

projecting cost5)

NOKm equivalents
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Proximar team and partners

1) Current NRC Group

Management team

Partners

Name Selected relevant experience

Katrine Trovik

(Chair)
100.000 shares in 

Proximar

Ten years as part of top management of 

DNB’s corporate banking business area 

and extensive board experience from 

e.g. Grieg Seafood and Lerøy Seafood

Per Grieg
2.744.844 shares in 

Proximar

Founder of Grieg Seafood, previous 

CEO and current COB

Viggo Halseth
28.250 shares in 

Proximar

Previous experience form being CEO of 

Skretting Norway, CIO in Nutreco, and 

significant experience from investing in 

RAS

Peter 

Hermanrud
0 shares in Proximar

Long career within finance, including 

Chief Strategist at First Securities, 

Swedbank and Sparebank 1 Markets

Fridtjof Falck
250.000 shares in 

Proximar

Director at Clarksons Platou AS with 

extensive experience from Japanese 

business

Pål Grimsrud | CFO

▪ Experienced CFO and CEO from various 

industrial sectors

− Most recently served as CFO of Frydenbø

Group

▪ Holds 175.990 shares in Proximar

▪ Third generation fish farmer from Denmark

▪ Extensive experience from RAS, including 

design, construction and operation of RAS 

systems in AKVA Group

▪ Holds 11.320 shares in Proximar

Experienced management team with extensive industry expertise

▪ Co-founder of Proximar

▪ Previously served as CFO of Team Bane1

▪ Extensive financial background from investment 

banking, private equity and fund management

▪ Holds 2.805.000 shares in Proximar

Joachim Nielsen | CEO

Keisuke Nakayama | 

Director Business Development
▪ 25 years working as advisor from Norwegian 

Trade Council and Innovation Norway Tokyo, 

including projects within the seafood industry

▪ Holds 0 shares in Proximar

Lars Stigaard | CTO

▪ More than 30 years experience from farming of 

Atlantic salmon

− Most recently as COO with Atlantic Sapphire 

in the US and prior to this in Mowi

▪ Holds 10.000 shares in Proximar

Dharma Rajeswaran | COO

▪ Extensive experience from PwC as auditor, CFO 

and consultant in various industries

▪ Holds 17.269 shares in Proximar

Vivian Lunde |

Director ESG & Business Operations

Board of Directors

Other stakeholders

Marius Birkenes | Director Strategy

▪ Experienced management consultant and 

strategist, mainly within industrial and financial 

sectors from Arkwright, PwC and Sbanken

▪ Holds 77.747 shares in Proximar

▪ Skilled and trained MSc project manager with 17 

years experience managing capex intense, multi 

discipline, international and complex JV’s and 

projects.

▪ Holds 90.872 shares in Proximar 

Peder Sollie | Project Manager

Proximar has also secured extensive experience within RAS fish farming from recently recruited 

operational managers for both the Hatchery/Nursery- and the Post Smolt Grow-out facilities
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Several important milestones reached during 2021 and H1 2022

1) In functional currencies, some deviation due to exchange ratios. See page 44 for details.
2) Per Grieg Jr. continues in his position as board member of Proximar’s BoD

The construction is progressing according to 

time, schedule and budget1 – less than 0.5 % 

CAPEX impact related to material cost increase - target 

maintained @ NOK ~200 / kg

Achieved highest rating for ESG from Japan Credit 

Rating Agency – an important acknowledgement, and 

increasing focus on ESG also experienced from the 

Japanese financial institutions

Strong operational team now in place at the facility 

– all key positions filled, all with relevant and extensive 

operational salmon farming experience, including grow 

out and RAS

The AquaMaof technology in the R&D facility has 

proven its functionality in salmon farming for 5 

years, continuing to show robust and stable 

performance, maintaining good growth conditions also 

for salmon

Four experienced and independent board members 

appointed since IPO:

- Chair: Kathrine Trovik (elected ‘21)

- Fridtjof Falck (elected ‘21)

- Viggo Halseth (elected ‘22)

- Peter Hermanrud (elected ‘22)

- Per Grieg Jr. (since 2018)2

Sales and distribution agreement with Marubeni 

signed covering sale of all volumes produced by 

Proximar for the Japanese market with an initial term of 

10 years – also a significant milestone and statement 

of credibility in Japan
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Key investment highlights

Sustainable 

protein 

production

Robust 

market

outlook

Ideal

location

Demonstrated 

technology

Attractive 

financials

Strong 

operational

capabilities

The AquaMaof RAS technology in the R&D facility 

has proven its functionality in land-based salmon 

farming for more than 5 years 

Attractive financial profile with high 

margins due to significant cost 

advantage and potential to achieve 

premium pricing

Team with substantial industrial experience, 

backed by owners and Board of Directors with 

aquaculture background, as well as a solid network 

of partners 

Land-based aquaculture is a sustainable way of 

producing protein with improved operational 

efficiency and enhanced biological control

Robust outlook for salmon with 

increasing salmon prices and solid 

growth potential with continued 

strong global demand for proteins

Japan – an ideal location as one of the most  

prominent seafood nations with a predictable market 

for salmonids, strong consumer preference for fresh 

foods and a large and growing East Asian market 

for Atlantic salmon

Market factors Company specific factors
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Proximar’s business model puts sustainability at centre 

Proximar has a sustainable business model… …verified by leading certifiers

Significantly reduced carbon footprint due to 

elimination of long-distance air freight. Proximar has 

chosen a production technology with low consumption 

of water and energy.

Enhanced fish welfare as Proximar take all measures 

to eliminate the risk of parasite infections and reduce 

the risk of disease. Reduced stress by avoiding 

transport of live fish and gentle movement of fish during 

production.

Proximar increases local food supply and food 

security through sustainable seafood production with 

proximity to market.

ESG highlights of 2022

Received the highest rating «SU1(F)» from Japan Credit Rating Agency 
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Agenda

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Japan is an ideal location for land-based salmon farming

TECHNOLOGY
Efficient RAS system supplied by AquaMaof

FINANCIALS
Attractive financial profile with high margins

Appendix

CONSTRUCTION UPDATE
Construction is progressing according to schedule

III

PROXImity to MARket
Land-based salmon farming in Japan with significant cost advantage

TRANSACTION OVERVIEW
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Construction is progressing according to schedule

Notes: Changes to the indicative timeline may occur
1) Including preparations and commissioning of the facility

Progress according to schedule

15

Construction of stage I facility will be finalised by Q3 2023 

✓
Significant extra efforts 

performed by the parties 

to avoid impact due to 

COVID-19 circumstances

✓
Steel erection of grow-out 

building (PSG) well 

underway
✓

Hatchery & Nursery  

construction works 

completed
✓

As of September 2022, 

~67 % of civil works 

completed, in accordance 

with the schedule

2020 2022 2023 2024 2025

Construction 

initiated

Engineering

completed

First harvest 

(Q2 2024)

Construction period1

(~28 months)

Hatchery construction

Grow-out construction

Site preparations

Eggs –> smolt

(~10 months)

Smolt –> harvest weight

(~12 months)

Production

First egg insertion

(October 2022)

First harvest

(medio 2024)

2021 Today 
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Layout and drawings of Proximar’s facility

Four self-contained grow-out modules (with separate water 

treatment and biology) that operates 100% independent of 

each other

Two self-contained 

hatchery and nursery 

modules

~256 meters

~
7
4
 m

e
te

rs

The facility for stage I will consist of standardized hatchery/nursery- and grow-out-systems

The facility will consist of two buildings

▪ Total 820 m3

▪ 10 tanks of (7 meters diameter)

▪ 8 quad tanks (3.5 meters diameter) for 

production

▪ Separate rooms for hatching and first feeding

▪ Water treatment tanks in the back (squared 

tanks)

Hatchery and nursery system

▪ Total 32,920 m3

▪ 22 large tanks (18 meters diameter)

▪ 12 quad tanks for production including 4 purging 

tanks for placing fish prior to harvest (11 meters 

diameter)

▪ Harvest channel connecting all tanks for gentle 

movement of fish

▪ Water treatment tanks in the back (squared 

tanks), denitrification system  (which reduces the 

need for new water in the system) in front left 

corner and harvesting area

2

1

1

2

1

2
Grow-out system
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The Oyama area is an ideal location for the stage I facility

1) Only 3 blackouts (caused by lightning) during the past 10 years, with a maximum downtime of up to 10 seconds. Proximar will have diesel emergency generators in place to 
run the facility in case of blackouts. The diesel emergency generators will have three days of fuel at all times

▪ Total site area of ~57,000 m2

▪ Close proximity to national road 
network and infrastructure

▪ Composition of ground/soil 
structure in Oyama area is 
suitable with regards to 
earthquake risk

− Construction and design 
according to Japanese 
standards to handle 
earthquake exposure

▪ Ground water source at ~100 
metre depth holding stable 15°C 
and plenty of capacity

▪ Direct access to stable and 
reliable national electricity grid

− Located next to one of 5 
main substations for 
electricity linking east and 
west Japan, risk of 
prolonged blackout is thus 
negligible1

▪ Area of high national security for 
Japan, with Japan Ground Self 
Defence Force and US Marine 
Corps bases in the proximity

Location overview Comments

Central location with access to high quality water from the pure Mount Fuji groundwater

HN
HN: Hatchery / Nursery

PSG: Post smolt grow out

DNS: Denitrification system

Central location close to the major cities 

in Japan

>6 hours 

trucking

within the 

circle  

Major cities in Japan

Proximar’s location

DNS

PSG
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Phase I construction photo (I/II)

Hatchery and nursery facility

Hatchery and nursery: Production equipment under installation, construction works completed
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Phase I construction photo (II/II)

Grow-out facility

Grow-out facility: Ongoing steel erection, mounting of roof and walls, production tank installation 
initiated

Work on the grow-out facility going forward will to a large degree be a repetition of work done on the 

hatchery and nursery building
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Agenda

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Japan is an ideal location for land-based salmon farming

IV

TECHNOLOGY
Efficient RAS system supplied by AquaMaof

FINANCIALS
Attractive financial profile with high margins

Appendix

CONSTRUCTION UPDATE
Construction is progressing according to schedule

PROXImity to MARket
Land-based salmon farming in Japan with significant cost advantage

TRANSACTION OVERVIEW
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Japan is an established market for salmon, with substantial 
growth potential

Sources: Kontali, OECD.Stat, OUP 
1) Converted from WFE (Whole Fish Equivalent) to HOG using a conversion rate of 0.90
2) I.a. due to too high water temperatures, a coast line which restricts the number of available locations, and Atlantic salmon not being a natural species in Japan

…with substantial growth potential

Rapid growth in import of fresh Atlantic salmon with no domestic production

Atlantic salmon consumption per capita per year (kg)

8.3

7.1

6.3

3.3

3.2

3.1

2.4

2.3

2.1

1.9

1.8

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.1

Norway

Sweden

Finland

Israel

Holland

France

UK

Belgium

Australia

Canada

USA

Japan

Germany

Spain

Italy

Poland

S. Korea

Brazil

Vietnam

China

Significant potential in 

Atlantic salmon demand from 

Japan

Large and increasing fresh Atlantic salmon consumption…

▪ Estimated volumes for Proximar’s stage 1 facility easily absorbed in the 

market

▪ No domestic production of Atlantic salmon in Japan as traditional open 

cage production is not possible2

Japan – import of Fresh Atlantic salmon (HOG1, ktonnes)

Fresh fish CAGR: 5.6%

28

37

33 34

38
41 40 41 42 41

49

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

▪ Low consumption per capita despite being an established market

▪ The young generation with higher salmon consumption, driving future 

growth
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Significant cost advantage of local production in Japan, serving 
a fresher and domestic product

1) Currently higher due to geopolitical situation increasing freight cost

High transportation and logistics costs from Norway PROXImity to MARket

▪ Majority of fresh Atlantic salmon in Japan imported from 

Norway by air

▪ Implied cost of transportation, tax and cost of handling adding 

up to ~NOK 30 / kg1

▪ Price premium expected due to several reasons and based on 

historical observations

Central location close to the major cities in 

Japan

< 5 hours 

trucking

within the 

circle  

Major cities in Japan

Proximar’s location

▪ Proximity to market is the key in our strategy 

and business model, serving fresher fish with 

shorter transportation route to market

▪ Located close to Tokyo, reaching a market of 

~38 million people ~1.5 hours by truck from 

our facility

▪ Less than 5 hours from by truck to other 

major cities like Osaka, Kobe, Kyoto and 

Nagoya

▪ Domestic market of ~126 million people
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Not a bet on high salmon prices, but a significant cost 
advantage

Sources: Kontali, Fishpool, Company
1) Based on current forward prices 
2) As of 30th September 2022.
3) Recent cost increase of transportation due to geopolitical situation not taken into account

Relevant prices in Japan given transportation benefit and observed premium supports a price of NOK 115 / kg1

Fishpool forward
2024 Oslo price

Implied transport cost
to Japan

Other import cost
on Japanese side

Relevant price for
Norwegian salmon

in Japan

Observed price premium of
niche suppliers

Calculated Japan price

▪ Based on the average monthly price difference 

between export prices in Norway and import prices in 

Japan 2016-2021, including a 3.5% import duty added 

upon arrival3)

▪ A NOK 5 / kg cost increase from import to sales in 

Japan, due to customs, handling, trucking, importer 

margin and other local costs

▪ Observed premium for Scottish and Tasmanian 

salmon in Japan

75

25
5 105

NOK / kg (HOG)
115

3

1

2

1 2 3
Implied transport cost to Japan Other import costs on Japanese side Observed price premium of niche suppliers

10

2
Reference price
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Cost for Japanese salmon importers Proximar cost Average production cost Norway

Historical calculated costs for Japanese importers (excluding premium) and production cost Norway1 Proximar cost breakdown1 vs avg. industry cost2

NOK / kg

29 

11

4 
2 

9 
Increase since 2020

54 

45

Proximar cost estimate
at full utilization

Average production cost
Norwegian fish farming

industry 2020

D&A Interest G&A

OPEX COGS

Import price +3.5 % tax + NOK 5 / kg in local transport and handling

Area indicate Proximar margin

Average cost for Japanese importers is NOK 92 / kg

NOK / kg

24

Proximar has an estimated EBT-cost of ~54 NOK / kg at full 
utilization, in line with expected production cost in Norway

Sources: SSB, Kontali, Japanese trade statistics, Norges Bank
1) Non-tax cost at full utilization of facility (5,300 tonnes (HOG) / year. Given interest rate of 3 % at long term
2) Actual figures 2012-2020

The average industry cost has increased 

substantially the last two years. As an 

example. Mowi’s production cost has 

increased by 15 % from Q2 2020 to Q2 2022. 
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Planned 

long-term 

density/ 

harvest 

level

25

Proximar expects a long term EBT cost of ~54 NOK / kg, and will 
remain profitable even at very low densities / harvest levels

1) Forward price 2024 + transportation cost + tax + premium, less distribution cost 

Expected annual harvest with varying densities Expected non-tax (EBT) cost at varying harvest levels

▪ Proximar plans to initiate production at ~64 kg / m3 and increase steadily to 80 kg / 
m3

▪ This will increase the annual production from 4,200 to 5,300 tonnes (HOG)

Tonnes (HOG) at steady state production 

▪ At EBT levels, Proximar is profitable even with a production of ~2 000 tonnes 
(HOG), corresponding to a density of 30 kg / m3

▪ At the planned long term harvest level of 5 300 tonnes (HOG) per year, Proximar 
expects an EBT cost of 54 NOK / kg

Density (kg / m3) Annual harvest volume (tonnes)

Proximar is planning to initiate production at 64 kg / m3, increasing steadily to 80 kg / m3, but remains profitable at much lower densities than 

planned production, proving the solidity of the business model

2 000 

2 670 

3 330 

4 000 

4 670 

5 330 

6 000 
6 660 

 -

 1 000

 2 000

 3 000

 4 000

 5 000

 6 000

 7 000

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

101

82

71
64

58
54 51 49

 2 000  2 670  3 330  4 000  4 670  5 300  5 940  6 600

NOK / kg (HOG) at steady state production

Proximar net price1:108Proximar target, supported 

by densities and 

performance in 

AquaMaof’s Poland facility
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Marubeni responsible for sales, marketing and distribution

Sources: Marubeni company website

Exclusive sales and distribution agreement signed in April 2022

A leading Japanese trading company

▪ Marubeni is one of Japan's largest trading 

companies with a strong brand position in 

Japan

▪ Through its subsidiary Benirei Corporation, 

Marubeni has a significant market share in 

Japan for handling wild and farmed salmon 

▪ Has previously invested in Danish Salmon, 

which is one of the world's largest RAS-

based Atlantic salmon producers

Sales and distribution agreement

Important acknowledgement of Proximar and statement of credibility in Japan

Hva kan vi si om avtalen og 

deres rolle?

▪ Proximar and Marubeni has entered into an agreement which entails that 

Marubeni will be the exclusive distributor in Japan for all Atlantic salmon 

volumes produced by Proximar in stage 1

▪ The initial term is for 10 years

▪ Both parties will be actively involved in the marketing efforts, with the aim to 

build a strong premium sustainable seafood brand (under Proximar ownership)

It is of great social significance to 

participate in a project to produce 

Atlantic salmon, which is much 

preferred by consumers in Japan 

- Kazunari Nakamura, Marubeni

We now have a sales and distribution 

partner in Japan with superior market 

insight and access, reducing risk and 

increasing pricing power

- Joachim Nielsen, Proximar

Founded: 1858

Employees: 4,400

Market cap: ~USD 19bn

Operating countries: ~60

Key facts
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Japan is an ideal market for fresh Atlantic salmon

Sources: Company, Norwegian Seafood Council, Transparency International

Japan key market characteristics Survey by NSC reveals favourable Japanese consumer preferences

69% of the respondents 

have freshness as the top 

priority when buying 

seafood

74% of the respondents 

prefer seafood with 

Japanese origin

36% of the respondents want 

to increase consumption of 

local food if this helps to 

promote sustainability

79% of the respondents eat 

seafood at least once 

a week

44% of the respondents 

want to eat more seafood

Japan has a stable economic system 

World’s 3. largest economy with a population of 126m

Stable and predictable political and economic framework

Strong focus on increasing local production and self-sufficiency

Large and well-established market for Atlantic Salmon

Low corruption level according to Transparency International 

Highly educated and stable workforce, high dedication and culture of 

adhering to protocols and procedures

Consistent willingness to pay for quality and freshness

Corruption 
Perceptions 

Index
(Higher score = 
lower perceived 

level of corruption)

90-100

70-79

50-59

30-39

10-19

80-89

60-69

40-49

20-29

0-9
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Targeting a volume of ~26,000 tonnes in stages, with further 
expansion potential

Proximar has a staged business plan for considerable expansion of capacity

5.3

21.1

26.4

Proximar’s harvest volume plan by stage
1,000 tonnes (HOG)

Planned ~21,000 tonnes (HOG) expansion 

• Expansion area to be in Japan, close to the Stage I 
facility and Mount Fuji

• LOI for land signed

• Targeting construction start 2024,  after Stage 1 is 
fully operational

Further expansion potential

• Proximar aims to further expand production capacity 
in Japan to become a leading supplier to the Asian 
market

• Strategic decision to build a long-term competitive 
advantage and product differentiation

Stage I

Stage IIIStage I Stage II Stage III

Stage II

~5,300 tonnes (HOG) start facility

• Proximar’s first facility in Japan next to Mount Fuji

• Construction going accorded to schedule and first 
harvest expected in medio 2024
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AquaMaof technical solution in brief

Source: AquaMaof, Company

Successful and demonstrated track record by several facilities since the first commercial facility was put in operation in 2012. The current technological 

solutions are identical as the first, with no design changes made other than general optimization

Superior performance secured with AquaMaof’s technology

Strict bio-security control and 

protocols

▪ Over-pressurized building

▪ Quarantine and disinfection of all 

staff, eggs and equipment

▪ Strict movement control

Low complexity and simple 

solutions

▪ Using natural processes as gravity 

and sedimentation instead of 

mechanical solutions like drum filters 

etc.

▪ Reduced maintenance and sources 

of failure

▪ Less need for specialized employees 

and management

▪ Lower operational risks and fewer 

sources of failure

Low water exchange

▪ Efficient water treatment design

▪ Use of denitrification to further reduce 

exchange requirement 

Water treatment

▪ 100% of the water goes through the 

filter treatment in every cycle, no 

bypass loops

▪ Using trickling filter of ~6 meters in 

depth serves for adding oxygen and 

removal of gases (primarily for CO2, 

but also in case of H2S)

− Acts as a firewall against H2S in 

case this should occur, and will be 

removed through trickling filter 

before returning to fish tanks

▪ The production tanks are designed to 

hold the growing fish as well as 

removing the solids from the water. A 

sediment trap for collecting fish waste 

solids is in the center of the 

production tank

Large water buffer

▪ Total water inside the facility is more 

than 2x the volume in the fish tanks

▪ Important buffer in case of 

emergencies, also increases reaction 

time to more than 2x

Modular design 

▪ The grow-out facility consists of 4 individual modules, with separate operations

▪ Diversifies risk

▪ Each module has its own water treatment

Technology overview
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Proximar’s facility is designed with improved functionality 
compared to AquaMaof’s operating facility in Poland

1) Estimates based on Proximar’s technical review

Capacity in critical parts of Proximar’s facility1

Pumps Settlers Oxygen/ODS CO2 stripping Biofilter capacity Feeding capacity

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Functionality guarantee Normal operation Max capacity w/o redundancy

(m3/kg) (kg O2/h)(m3/kg) (kg CO2/h) (kg TAN/h) (kg/day)

▪ The above capacity overview shows the utilization as % of total available capacity in critical parts 

▪ “Functionality guarantee” represents the initial design of 4,300 tonnes HOG production, whereas “planned production” showing Proximar’s target production of 5,300 tonnes HOG

▪ The planned increase is to partly exploit excess capacity and an over-dimensioned system, still operating far from the system limit

Spare 

capacity

% of total capacity

Spare 

capacity
Spare 

capacity

Spare 

capacity

Spare 

capacity

Spare 

capacity

Planned production

2
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AquaMaof is considered to be the optimal 
technology provider for Proximar

Source: AquaMaof, Company

AquaMaof has an efficient RAS system with clear economic and operational benefits

Simple system

Strict biosecurity

Strong track record

Low water exchange

Large water buffer

Reducing risk of H2S

Water treatment 

overcapacity

Modular design

Background from fish 

farming

Lower water exchange also achieved by using conventional technology of denitrification. 

Lowering production costs and enabling locating in the very proximity to the market

Strong track record of performance from operating facilities, and access to large scale R&D 

facility in Poland. The Poland facility has produced salmon since 2017

Large water buffer in the system. Total water in the facility more than 2 times the volume of 

water in fish tanks, an important buffer in case of emergency situations

Based on conventional water treatment methods, focusing on gravity and natural settling 

processes instead of drum filters and other mechanical solutions

System designed to eliminate H2S risk throughout the system. No dead zones and trickling 

filter acting as a “fire wall” against H2S occurrence (if any, it will be stripped away here)

Large overcapacity of water treatment. Including biofilter, feeding capacity, O2, CO2 stripping, 

etc.

Modular design and individual control of each production tank - high degree of flexibility

Strict biosecurity design and protocols and over-pressurized building

With background from fish farming, AquaMaof has focused on efficient and low complexity 

solutions to permit seamless daily operations and focus on fish more than system

About AquaMaof

▪ Operating for nearly 30 years, Israeli 

AquaMaof is a veteran in advanced 

technology solutions for aquaculture

▪ Roughly 10 years ago, the company 

made a strategic decision to focus 

solely on RAS technology for land-

based aquaculture

▪ Has since then become a pioneer in 

RAS technology, with its advanced 

platform operating successfully in 

facilities around the world, producing 

a range of fish and shellfish species, 

close to market

▪ Provided solutions for the aquaculture 

industry in more than 50 locations 

globally, of which 8 RAS-facilities
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The general functionality of RAS has been proved in a high number of 
smolt farms and AquaMaof’s system is especially robust towards 
typical concerns in land-based salmon grow-out

1) Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries

AquaMaof’s design has addressed typical concerns in RAS Demonstrated functionality of RAS

Use of trickling filter, removing all gases before returning 
to production tanks

Efficient CO2 stripping over biofilter with long retention 
time

Oxygen injected under pressure through ODS, up to 
300% saturation at low cost (but more capacity available)

No drum-filter, and no by-pass loops required

Limited use of equipment, movement of water by gravity 
and treatment using natural processes well-known from 
conventional wastewater treatment

Removal of larger waste particles already in the production 
tank, reducing load over the internal water treatment, and 
consequently lowering the load over biofilter

H2S

Causing mass mortality

Purge tanks in the design, in addition all production tanks 
designed to be used for purge if needed

High CO2 levels

Impacting growth performance

Low oxygen saturation

Impacting growth performance

Drum filter clogging

Affecting water quality

Equipment failure

Affecting water quality, mortality

Waste removal

Affecting water quality, mortality

Off-flavour

Muddy taste of fish

System design with gentle movement and fish welfare in 
focus, using harvest channel,  avoiding net crowding and 
short pumping distance

Stress to fish

Negative impact on growth

▪ The use of RAS enables best possible control of water parameters, also compared 

to flow-through

▪ Secures stable water conditions, key for growth and performance

▪ RAS technology has over the recent years resolved many of the early challenges 

faced

▪ Established players are investing heavily into RAS, due to successful experience 
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Investments in buildings for Atlantic salmon juvenile production in Norway1)

NOKbn
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AquaMaof’s facility in Poland has successfully harvested and 
marketed Atlantic salmon since 2019

Sources: AquaMaof, Kontali, Company
1) Economic feed conversion ratio: Kg of feed distributed / kg of fish produced, including losses due to uneaten feed and fish mortalities

▪ No events of mass mortality or malfunctioning

▪ Last 5 batches totalling 332 tonnes, sold to the market

– Hatchery mortality: Up to 50 grams < 10%

– Grow-out mortality: Production all batches < 7%

▪ Stocking density 

▪ 50 m3 tanks with average 55 kg / m3 (max 148 kg / m3)

▪ 200 m3 tanks with average 71 kg / m3 (max 125 kg / m3)

▪ Current operational ceiling max 85 kg / m3

Description

Harvesting market sized fish for ~3 yearsThe RAS systemPerformance references

Achieved goals from various test

Land-based 5kg market size Atlantic Salmon produced

Production of Atlantic salmon in freshwater/low salinity

Survival rate of above 93%

No obligate pathogens (bacteria)

eFCR1 : 1.1

Water quality maintained

Selling salmon to distributor

Taste

Fish fillet colour tests

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

▪ After >2 years of constant and stable marketing, the 

facility is now targeting a capacity of 350 tonnes per 

year, with increased focus on R&D task and training

▪ Rebuilt in 2016 from production of Tilapia to Atlantic 

salmon

▪ First batch arrived December 2016

▪ The RAS system is demonstrating robustness and 

stable performance

▪ Low mortality and no incidents of technical failure

▪ Successful production of market sized fish in 22 months

▪ The salmon production has successfully been operated 

using lower salinity levels and higher fish densities 

compared to levels Proximar will use

Actual growth performance

The fish in Poland are grown in low salinity water, 

negatively impacting growth rate

Size in grams / month at the Poland facility (last 5 batches)

0

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

5,000

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22

Smolt Grow-out

2.4
242

4,187
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G&AOther 
COGS

Total 
COGS

Other 
opex

Personnel OpexFeed EBITDA 
cost

D&A EBIT 
cost

Electricity 
(other)

Electricity

36

Operating cost break-down for stage I

Source: Company estimates
1) Revised estimate based on current prices and raw material futures
2) Consumption based on design estimates, prices in line with 2023 future prices

NOK / kg (HOG)

An attractive cost base supports the strong business model 

Feed is the largest cost 

component - indicative feed 

cost of NOK ~23 / kg1

EBIT cost

Total production cost 

EBITDA cost

Production costs excluding capital 

costs (depreciation)

G&A

Overhead costs in Proximar, not 

directly related to each facility

Opex

Indirect costs of production such 

as personnel, maintenance, 

insurance, etc.

COGS

Direct cost of production such as 

feed, eggs, electricity (RAS) and 

water and slaughtering1

Estimated electricity 

consumption of 1.8 

kWh/kg for RAS and 1.6 

kWh/kg for building/other, 

totalling 3.4 kWh/kg. 

Expected price of 22 

JPY/kWh2
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Unit economics at full stage I capacity 

Sources: Kontali, Bloomberg, Fishpool
1) Reference to price breakdown of Proximar’s potential price level on page 23
2) HOG

Comments

115

108

79

64

55

7

29

11

4

9

Total 
COGS

Commission and 
transportation

Reference 
price

Gross profit D&ANet price to 
Proximar

Opex G&A EBITDA EBIT

Gross 

margin 

>70%

EBITDA 

margin 

~60%

Attractive unit economics with expected EBITDA margin of >55% – significant upside potential for 
Proximar, also expecting to obtain price premium

NOK / kg (HOG) Illustrative

Unit economics break-down assuming gross price of NOK 115/kg  

▪ Competitive production cost levels of 

NOK ~53/kg, freight cost advantage and 

premium prices for salmon in Japan 

enabling attractive unit economics

▪ Margin potential of >70% gross margin 

and ~60% EBITDA margin at full stage I 

capacity

EBIT

margin 

>50%

5,300 

tonnes
Stage I harvest 

capacity2

EBIT 

potential:

50% EBIT 

margin
~115 NOK/kg 

reference price

%

Implied EBIT of NOK 

~290m
1
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Sources and uses for stage I

1) Given exchange ratios as reported by Norges Bank, September 2022 average. For more details on currency impact, see page 44
2) Investments in NWC up until first sales
3) Grieg Kapital will extend its role as primary guarantor, with positive confirmation from counter-guarantors, covering a total of more than 90% of the JPY Facility
4) Which is subguaranteed by Grieg Kapital and Daimyo AS

▪ Financing mix of total sources dependent on future debt 

financing

▪ A total of approx. NOK 450m raised in equity so far

▪ NOK 400m raised in conjunction with IPO

▪ Seller credit provided by Daiwa House on land of ~JPY 818m

▪ NOK ~180m debt from Japanese financing provider 

JA Mitsui Leasing with original maturity in March 2023 – JA 

Mitsui Leasing has confirmed willingness to extend  the facility 

until minimum 31.03.2024 or maximum 31.12.2024 on the 

company’s request3

o JAML and main guarantor Grieg Kapital has also agreed 

to increase the loan by NOK ~50m, subject to final 

approval from JAML4

▪ Target debt ratio of ~45% (including seller’s credit) of total uses, 

based on current discussions with Japanese financial institutions

▪ Detailed capex budget including land but excl. net working 

capital (NWC) and other costs of NOK ~1,055m, corresponding 

to NOK ~200 / kg HOG at full run-rate stage I

▪ Above 95% of construction cost is fixed by negotiated contracts 

ensuring limited exposure to cost inflation - less than 0.5 % 

CAPEX impact related to material cost increase

Including incurred CAPEX 

Uses NOKm1

Construction 560

Equipment 385

Historical engineering and design 20

Total capex excl. land 965

Land 90

Total capex incl. land 1,055

NWC2 105

G&A, historical projecting etc. 115

Interests and amortizations 100

Contingencies, Stage 2 planning and cash 50

Total uses 1,425

Sources NOKm1

Seller’s credit (land) 60

Equity financing 450

JAML loan facility (subject to final approval on NOK 50m) 230

Financing in place 740

Assumed additional debt financing 335

Convertible loan 250

Remaining equity 100

Total financing 1,425
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Ongoing discussions with several financial institutions regarding construction loans 

to finance the remaining investments to complete the Stage I facility

39

Status on securing debt financing for the stage I facility

1) The JAML loan can on the company’s request be extended one year (i.e. until minimum 31 March 2024 or maximum 31 December 2024)
2) Which is subguaranteed by Grieg Kapital and Daimyo AS

Status on remaining debt financing

Ⅰ
▪ Ongoing dialogue with Japanese financial institutions 

to provide remaining construction financing  

▪ Discussions include both bank and other financing 

alternatives

Status on construction loan financing

Classified as Dark Green, the highest grade, by Cicero, the leading global provider 

of second opinions on green debt 

Awarded highest rating, SU1(F), on sustainability by leading Japanese credit rating 

agency (JCR). An important milestone to secure long-term financing from Japanese 

financial institutions

Debt financing secured. Loan agreement with JA Mitsui Leasing securing up to JPY 

2.5 billion (NOK ~180m) guaranteed from Grieg Capital among others

Sales and purchase agreement (off-take) signed with Marubeni which has been an 

important condition for Japanese financial institutions 

Good visibility on long-term financing from Japanese bank with received indicative 

term sheets and several discussions ongoing

Ⅱ
▪ Worked with Japanese financial institutions to secure 

long-term debt since 2019

▪ Highest sustainability credit rating achieved from both 

Cicero and Japan Credit Rating Agency

▪ Off-take agreement with Marubeni in place –

important for Japanese financing institutions

▪ At final discussions in credit committee at agent bank

▪ Conclusion expected Q4 2022

Status on long–term debt financing

The progress with debt has taken longer time than expected due to travel restrictions and requirement to secure 

off-take, but we are now experiencing good and positive progress

Confirmation received from JAML that they, if requested by Proximar, will extend the 

maturity of the JPY Facility. Grieg Kapital will extend its role as primary guarantor, 

with positive confirmation from counter-guarantors, covering a total of more than 

90% of the JPY Facility1. JAML and guarantor Grieg Kapital has also committed to 

increase the loan by NOK ~50m, subject to final approval by JAML2

Sep

2022

Apr

2022

Mar

2022

Nov

2021

April

2021
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Shareholder overview 

Note: As of 1th October 2022
1) 23. November 2021: Share option program for a total of 5 % of outstanding shares, with a strike price of 13.25, adopted by the company’s general assembly

Overview of top 20 shareholders in Proximar

Rank Shareholder Million shares Ownership

1 DAIMYO INVEST AS 4.00 10.0 %

2 GRIEG KAPITAL AS 3.18 8.0 %

3 LOYDEN AS 2.81 7.0 %

4 KVASSHØGDI AS 2.74 6.9 %

5 NUTRECO INTERNATIONAL B.V. 2.16 5.4 %

6 NORDIC DELTA AS 2.14 5.4 %

7 PACTUM AS 1.45 3.5 %

8 T.D. VEEN AS 1.38 3.5 %

9 HELIDA AS 1.24 3.1 %

10 ZOLEN & MÅNEN AS 1.02 2.6 %

11 OM HOLDING AS 0.75 1.9 %

12 VITAMAR AS 0.64 1.6 %

13 NORDNET LIVSFORSIKRING AS 0.62 1.5 %

14 SULEFJELL AS 0.54 1.4 %

15 M PAULEN HOLDING AS 0.50 1.3 %

16 FRAFJORD TOMAS 0.40 1.0 %

17 ART GROUP AS 0.40 1.0 %

18 AGITO INVEST AS 0.38 0.9 %

19 SOLAR HOLDING AS 0.28 0.7 %

20 IFG HOLDING AS 0.25 0.6 %

Top 20 26.78 67.3 %

Other 13.01 32.7 %

Total1 39.79 100.0 %
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BoD and technical advisory committee

Board of directors

Katrine Trovik | Chair Holds 100,000 shares in Proximar

▪ Extensive experience from 10 years of top management in DNB corporate banking, 

including two years as the head of DNB South America. Former partner in law firms 

Wikborg Rein & Co and Vogt & Wiig AS

▪ A number of present and past board positions including Grieg Seafood ASA, Lerøy

Seafood Group ASA, Rieber & Søn AS and  Wilson ASA

Technical advisory committee

Solid partners in place with relevant aquaculture industry background 

Bjørn Myrseth | Fish biologist Holds 640,000 shares in Proximar

▪ Shareholder in Proximar since company inception in 2015, also previous 

Chairman and Board member until end 2018

▪ Significant experience from the International aquaculture industry, and was co-

founder of Stolt Sea Farms in 1972

▪ Brings extensive experience from farming of Atlantic salmon, including RAS

▪ Holds a Master degree of fishery biology, University of Bergen 1971

▪ Honoured with “Lifetime Achievement Award” by Global Aquaculture Alliance

▪ Global RAS Technical Manager at Benchmark Holdings plc

▪ Previously worked 3 years for AquaMaof, as Project Operation Supervisor and 

Head of Aquaculture Production

▪ He holds a Ph.D. in Aquaculture from the Institute of Aquaculture at the 

University of Stirling, Scotland. 

▪ He has had several researcher positions, including a Postdoctoral at the 

University of Stirling following his PhD

Andrew Preston | PhD Aquacultur Holds 0 shares in Proximar

Nutreco / Skretting represented in the committee with 2 representatives:

Ken Sakurai | Marketing Coordinator, Skretting Japan

Saravan Subramanian | Global Product Manager, Skretting

Nutreco/Skretting holds 2,160,493 shares in Proximar

Per Grieg jr. | Board member   Holds 2,744,844 shares in Proximar

▪ Founder of Grieg Seafood ASA in 1992 and actively involved in leading positions in the 

company since then, currently as chairman

▪ Experience from establishment of companies in several sectors and from board 

positions in i.a. Fjord Seafood ASA, Marine Farms ASA, Erfjord Stamfisk AS and AON 

Grieg in addition to several companies in the Grieg Group

Fridtjof Falck | Board member   Holds 250,000 shares in Proximar

▪ Director at Clarksons Platou AS with extensive experience from Japanese business, 

including the large trading houses and financial institutions. 

▪ Former experience from the credit department of DNB London. 

▪ Board member of IFG Holding and Reforcetech AS.

Peter Hermanrud | Board member     Holds 0 shares in Proximar

▪ Chief Strategist at renowned investment banks such as First Securities, Swedbank 

and Sparebank 1 Markets

▪ Currently working as a private investor

Viggo Halseth | Board member   Holds 28,250 shares in Proximar

▪ Worked for the global aquaculture feed supplier Skretting/Nutreco for the past 37 

years, most recently as Chief Innovation Officer. 

▪ Has previously operated as the CEO of Skretting Norway, and has experience from 

investments in the RAS technology
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Uses for stage I | Comparison to IPO communication
Main deviations due to FOREX and increased cost of financing

1) Excludes Historical engineering and design of NOK 20m
2) Investments in NWC up until first sales
3) Historical projecting of NOK 5m not included in IPO communication on G&A
4) Contingencies and stage 2 planning of NOK 50m not included for Stage 1 sources and uses making total current sources and uses equal to NOK 1,425

▪ Detailed capex budget including land but excl. net working 

capital (NWC) and other costs from NOK ~1,020 at IPO to 

NOK 1,035m

o Mainly caused by a 20 % increase in USD 

exchange ratio from IPO. Limited effect on 

payments done so far, but future payments are 

affected based on current exchange ratios. See 

next page for details

▪ Other uses of NOK 315m from NOK 260m at IPO

o Some personnel cost moved from NWC  to G&A

o Higher financing cost due to:

─ Norwegian debt financing instead of the 

cheaper Japanese alternative up until now

─ Convertible bond instead of additional 

equity in October 22

o Cost estimate revisions on feed and electricity  due 

to high inflation

Uses
Current 

(NOKm)

At IPO 

(NOKm)

Total capex excl. land 9451 915

Land 90 105

Total capex incl. land 1,035 1,020

NWC2 105 120

G&A 1103 75

Interests and amortizations 100 65

Total uses 1,3504 1,280
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Proximar’s currency exposure going forward

1) Excluding financing cost except the JAML loan
2) Given exchange rates as reported by Norges Bank, September 2022 average

491 

168 

35 
7 

701 

EUR

NOK

USD

JPY

From October 22 until first harvest1

Figures in NOKm equivalents2 • Proximar’s main exposure until first harvest is towards Japanese Yen, with an estimated expenditure of 

JPY 6.9 billion, corresponding to NOK ~490 million

– 66 % related to CAPEX, mainly towards Daiwa House and TechnoRyowa. These will be paid from now 

until July 2023

– 23 % related to feed cost, which to a large extent is influenced by USD exchange rates. These 

payments start early 2023 and will gradually increase until first harvest

– Remaining exposure is mainly related to other COGS (electricity, water), local personnel and other 

OPEX (insurance, maintenance, real estate taxes, etc.). The payments are limited until Proximar take 

ownership of PSG in July 2023

• The second largest exposure is US Dollars, with an estimated expenditure of USD 16 million, corresponding 

to NOK ~168 million

– The USD payments are almost solely related to AquaMaof, which are to be paid steadily from October 

22 until final installation of production equipment in August 23

– In addition to the USD payments, the feed cost is to a large degree influenced by USD exchange rates

• The NOK 35 million exposure is related to personnel cost, as well as smaller G&A cost (office rent, 

consultants, legal advice, etc.)

Proximar’s currency exposure Details per currency2
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▪ Proximar is working on long term debt financing in Japan, and is in advanced discussions with several banks and financial institutions

▪ Japanese debt financing is at attractive levels, in terms of interest rate margin and long term interest expectations

▪ The yield curve in Japan has been moderately affected compared to other markets
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Japan – attractively positioned in terms of funding costs

                 

                               

                      

                               

  

  

  

   

              

                 

                                    

                

                                              

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

              

Japan yield curve – 30 Sep 2022 Japan and Unites States yield curves

Yield (Japan government bonds) Yield (Government bonds)
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A solid network of partners and stakeholders established to 
enable successful execution of all stages of the project

Established network of partners and stakeholders

Marketing & sales

Proximar has established a network of valuable partners and stakeholders critical for 

successful planning and construction

▪ Strong support from the local municipality (Oyama)

▪ Committed leading Japanese construction company with strong presence in Oyama 

and owner representative for the construction process (Daiwa House and CMJ)

▪ Supported by the Japanese Export Trade Organisation (JETRO) through the Invest 

Japan program since 2015, as well as by Innovation Norway since 2015

▪ Shareholders contributing with experience from similar projects and within the 

aquaculture industry in general

Important input factors and operational experience already in place

▪ Bilateral agreement for egg imports in place, contract for eggs with Benchmark Genetics

▪ Suitable feed for Atlantic salmon and RAS supplied by Skretting Japan

▪ Operational training part of the contract with the system provider

▪ Exclusive sales and distribution agreement for fresh Salmon in Japan with Marubeni

▪ First debt financing attained from JA Mitsui Leasing

▪ Biomass insurance from global insurance industry leader will cover total production cost 

plus a margin

Planning & permits

City of Oyama, 

Shizuoka

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Construction Operations & aquaculture

Selected active shareholders in Proximar

▪ Global feed company positioned as a leader within in 

animal nutrition and aquafeed

▪ Nutreco's fish feed subsidiary Skretting Japan owns a fish 

feed production facility in Japan

Vitamar / Bjørn Myrseth

▪ Norwegian fish biologist

▪ Pioneer within modern Norwegian aquaculture

▪ 50 years of industry expertise

▪ Advisory resource for Proximar

▪ Previously board member in Proximar and Atlantic 

Sapphire (actively involved in Proximar since 2015)

▪ Significant experience and exposure towards both 

conventional and land-based salmon farming

▪ Established name with connections in Japan

✓
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Daiwa House is responsible for construction

Source: Daiwa House, Factset
1) Rating and Investment Information (R&I) and Japan Credit Rating Agency (JCR)

R&I / JCR credit 

ratings1:

AA- / AA

Employees:

~49,000

Market capitalization:

~USD 14bn

Commercial facilities 

supplied:

56,000+

Founded

1955

A leading Japanese construction company

▪ Daiwa House is a Tokyo Stock Exchange listed construction company and a 

constituent of the Nikkei 225 Index

▪ The company was founded in 1955 and is today one of Japan’s largest 

construction companies, operating within both the residential and 

industrialized construction segments

▪ The Government Pension Investment Fund Japan is the largest shareholder, 

with ~9.5% ownership

Global footprint with operations in 26 countries

Daiwa House in numbers

A reputable and global construction company with a strong track record

Contract overview

▪ The EPC construction contract covers all civil works for the RAS facility and 

was signed in March 2021

▪ All substantial parts of the work will be subject to fixed prices, with only a 

limited scope payable based on actual material cost and manhours incurred

▪ Proximar and Daiwa House have, together with RAS technology provider 

AquaMaof, been working closely together since 2018 on designing and 

construction planning prior to signing the contract
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Dedicated and experienced team from CMJ Corporation is 
supervising the project

40 years of experience 

from construction business 

in top 10 general 

contractor in Japan, 

holding top senior 

management positions

Project Manager (CMJ)

Toshihiko Kitano

30 years of construction 

management experience 

in one of the largest 

general contractor and in 

construction management 

firm in Japan

Mitsuru Katayama

Site Manager (CMJ)

Civil Engineer with close to 

40 years of work 

experience from Fujita 

Corporation (top 10 ranked 

general contractor in 

Japan, acquired by Daiwa 

House in 2015

Tetsuya Watanabe

Civil Engineer (CMJ)

Over 50 years of 

experience in one of the 

largest general 

construction companies 

(37 years at Fujita 

Corporation) and 

construction management 

firm in Japan

Masaharu Abe

Assistant Site Manager (CMJ)

25 years of experience as 

structural engineer for 

various projects including 

multiple stories RC 

building & steel structure 

process plant

Yuichi Ichikura

Structural Engineer (CMJ)

Extensive management 

experience from various 

positions in Japan and 

abroad, holding different 

positions for Taiyo Nippon 

Sanso Corporation and 

Kobe Steel

Masahiko Kitabatake

Administrator (CMJ)

Experienced construction supervision team engaged since 2018

CMJ Corporation’s role as technical advisor to Proximar About CMJ Corporation

▪ Established in 2003, headquartered in Tokyo

▪ Approx. 40 employees consisting of senior people with long term experience from 

the construction industry

▪ Provides construction services related to design & engineering, work supervision 

and management services

▪ Solid project experience from China, USA, Philippines, Vietnam, Korea, India,

Myanmar and Malaysia, in addition to Japan

✓ CMJ Corporation is part of the construction team for Proximar, and responsible for 

on-site supervision

✓ Responsible for construction forecasting, process and planning management and 

quality control for the construction

✓ Engaged by Proximar, and brings in external experience and                       

knowledge
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Increased production costs and limited supply growth in traditional 
salmon farming have incentivised development of new technologies

Source: Kontali, Pareto Equity Research

22 23 23 26 29 29 30 33 35 36
2 5 5 6

8 8 7
9 10 10
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28 28

32
37 37 37

42 44 46

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Biological cost Other costs

Biological challenges in traditional salmon farming… … have contributed to higher production costs

Untreated fish waste

Parasites and 

diseases

Micro plastics

Escapes

Medicines and 

pesticides

Predators

…incentivizing development of new production technologies

Production costs per kg (HOG) in Norway

…and limited supply growth due to regulatory frameworks 
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Land-based full cycle
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Land based farming mitigates several challenges related to 
traditional open net farming

Land based aquaculture offers enhanced biological control and sustainability compared to traditional aquaculture

Land based farming compliant 

with UN’s sustainability goals

Goal 9: Industry & innovation

Build resilient infrastructure, 

promote inclusive and sustainable 

industrialization and foster 

innovation

Goal 12: Responsible production

Ensure sustainable consumption 

and production patterns

Goal 13: Climate action

Take urgent action to combat 

climate change and its impacts

Goal 8: Economic growth

Promote sustained, inclusive and 

sustainable economic growth, full 

and productive employment and 

decent work for all

Goal 14: Life below water

Conserve and sustainably use the 

oceans, seas and marine resources 

for sustainable development

Advantages of land based aquaculture

No risk for predator 

attacks

No sea lice and 

reduced risk for 

diseases

Predators

Reduced transportation 

during production 

reduces stress and 

enhances fish health

Live fish transport

Parasites and diseases

No seasonality and 

steady water 

temperatures enable 

stable production 

volumes all year round

No risk of escapes

Escapes

Varying climate

Controlled wastewater 

treatment without 

environmental impact

Wastewater treatment

Use of clean water with 

reduced risk of external 

contamination from e.g. 

micro plastics, 

chemicals, etc.

Land based farming 

enables end-market 

production which reduces 

carbon footprint, 

improves freshness at 

delivery and mitigates 

political risk

Reduced need for 

medication to keep fish 

healthy

CO2 emissions

Medicines and pesticides

External contamination
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Potential for export to adjacent Asian countries

Sources: Kontali
1) East Asian countries included in the analysis are the following countries: China (incl. Hong Kong), Japan, Vietnam, South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore. Converted from WFE 

(Whole Fish Equivalent) to HOG using a conversion rate of 0.90

Large and growing Atlantic salmon markets in East Asia

Main Asian export partners include large adjacent countries Strong recent growth in Atlantic salmon supply to East Asia1

Comments

Japan’s largest Asian export partners

CAGR:

9%

Eastern Asian consumption of Atlantic salmon (HOG 1,000 tonnes)

▪ Large total East Asian 

market for Atlantic 

salmon

− Total demand for 

Atlantic salmon in the 

region was ~274,000 

tonnes (HOG) in 2021

− Japanese seafood 

with strong image in 

Asia and “produced by 

Mt. Fuji” likely to 

further strengthen 

Proximar’s brand

▪ Proximar well-positioned 

to benefit from underlying 

solid demand growth in 

adjacent Asian countries

▪ Japan with growth in 

export since 2015

− China is Japan’s 

largest export partner

Consumption by Asian countries (2021)

Proximar is well-positioned to capture rising demand from Japan’s largest Asian export partners
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▪ Successfully delivered RAS systems to a 
wide range of land-based fish farming 
projects

▪ Performance of three reference projects 
(actual figures vs. budgeted):

▪ Customised facility design for each species 
and environment to create optimum growing 
conditions and feed requirements, with the 
aim of getting to market size quickly

▪ System fits both fresh and marine species

▪ Supplied the same RAS system to Grieg 
Seafood ASA’s post-smolt facility in Canada 
with a planned capacity of 7,000 tonnes, of 
which the first 600 metric tonnes has been 
built and is performing excellent

▪ AquaMaof has currently a range of projects 
under development and construction, both 
for Atlantic salmon and other species

▪ AquaMaof’s system uses the same design  
for all reference projects, and a 
demonstrated functionality of water 
treatment conditions for fish (and Atlantic 
salmon in the Poland facility)

52

AquaMaof has a proven technology track-record

Source: AquaMaof
1) Feed conversion ratio

500 tonnes trout facility in Russia

Operational since 2014

Grieg Seafood ASA – Newfoundland

Post-smolt facility in operations since mid 2020 
with a planned total capacity of 7 million fish / 
7,000 tonnes, 600 tonnes has been built thus far

1,000 tonnes catfish facility in Slovakia at 
densities up to 400 kg / m3

Operational since 2015

1,000 tonnes grouper facility in South-East Asia

Operational since 2020

Comments

Successful production achieved for several reference projects with volume above designed capacity

Project Volume Cost FCR

A +33% +3% -11%

B +18% -7% -7%

C +12% -13% -15%

Avg. +21% -6% -11%

Selected land-based fish farming reference projects with AquaMaof technology

1
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AquaMaof’s facility in Poland
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Risk factors (I/V)

Investing in the convertible bonds (the "Bonds") (and the Company) involves inherent risks. Prospective investors should consider, among other things, the risk factors set out below before making an 
investment decision. The risks and uncertainties described below are not the only ones facing the Company . Additional risks not presently known to the Bonds, the Company or that the Company currently 
deems immaterial may also impair the Company's business operations and adversely affect the price of the Company’s shares and the Bonds. If any of the following risks actually materialize, the Company 
and/or its business, financial position, operating results, cash flow and/or prospects could be materially and adversely affected, which may cause a decline in the value and price of the Company's shares, 
resulting in a loss of all or part of an investment the same (and the conversion rights under the Bonds). A prospective investor should consider carefully the factors set forth below, and elsewhere in the 
Presentation, and should consult his or her own expert advisors as to the suitability of an investment in the Company. An investment in the Company is suitable only for an investor who understand the risks 
associated with this type of investment and who can afford a loss of all or part of the investment.

Risks relating to the Company and the industry in which it operates:

Funding risk: The Company’s first production facility is not fully financed and is dependent on additional funds through public private debt and/or equity financing to be completed. The Company's subsidiary 
Proximar Ltd (Japan) has secured a JPY 2.5 billion (approx. NOK 180 million) loan facility from the Japanese financing institution JA Mitsui Leasing Ltd (JAML), which is guaranteed by Grieg Kapital AS as
primary and sole guarantor towards JAML and with certain other shareholders acting as counter-guarantors to Grieg Kapital. This facility matures on 31 March 2023. JA Mitsui Leasing Ltd has confirmed a 
willingness to extend the facility, at the option of the Company, as a minimum until 31 March 2024 and as a maximum to 31 December 2024, but binding agreements for such an extension option have not 
been entered into. Full utilisation of an extension will require that all counter-guarantees remain in place. Grieg Kapital has confirmed its willingness to continue as primary guarantor and extend its own 
exposure not covered by counter-guarantees until 31 March 2024, and as of the date hereof most counter-guarantors have confirmed that they will also extend their guarantees, covering a total of more than 
90% of the facility for the same period. Any amount that remains uncovered by counter-guarantors at 31 March 2023, will have to be placed in escrow by the Company as cash collateral for Grieg Kapital. In 
addition, Grieg Kapital, the main guarantor for the loan, has agreed to increase its guarantee commitments by NOK 50 million which is subguaranteed by Grieg Kapital and Daimyo AS. Greig Kapital, in its 
role as primary guarantor, has a share pledge over all shares in Proximar Ltd (Japan) as security for any recourse claim should JAML trigger the guarantee upon an accelerated event of default by the 
Company.  

The Company has received indicative term sheets from Japanese banks for bank financing, but there are a number of issues that are still to be agreed with the banks, and agreements may not be reached 
with these banks. Also, even if agreements are reached, there will be a number of conditions which will need to be satisfied to draw on the loans, some of which are outside the Company's control. To the 
extent the Company is not able to raise the remaining required debt it will have to seek to raise more equity to finance the production facility. There can be no assurance that the Company will be able to raise 
the required funding to complete the production facility. The Company's business and future plans are capital intensive and, to the extent the Company does not generate sufficient cash from operations in 
the long term, the Company will need to raise additional funds also after the completion of its first production facility.

Industry risk: Land-based salmon farming is a new industry and is subject to inherent risk by being an industry in the development phase, as well as the risk that the Company's commercialisation strategy 
may fail.

Construction risk: The construction thus far is progressing in accordance with plans, but there are still numerous risks associated with construction of the Company's land based facility in Japan, including 
risks of delay, quality risks, the risk of need for variation orders and amendments resulting in cost overruns and additional need for capital, the ability of suppliers, including AquaMaof (technology work), 
Daiwa House (civil construction work), Techno Ryowa Ltd (heating ventilation and air conditioning) and CMJ Corporation (technical advisory services), to perform their duties under the construction contracts 
and related contracts, the risk of failure by key suppliers to deliver necessary equipment, and the inability to obtain or maintain required permits and approvals for the construction project. Delays in delivery of 
the facility may affect the Company's total construction cost, potential revenue, or potentially loss of contracts from clients.

Recirculating Aquaculture System (RAS): Risks regarding production using RAS include biological risks include but is not limited to; (i) off-flavoring as experience with full-grown fish produced with RAS is 
still limited; (ii) early maturation which may substantially affect growth and survival rates; (iii) controlling the levels of CO2 which is the key parameter to ensure growth; (iv) controlling the levels of hydrogen 
sulphide (H2S) as mortality may occur as a result of only minor levels of H2S; and (v) outbreak of diseases typically emanating from contaminated water. The technology involves inherent risks of technical
failures, faults in production, operations, maintenance, etc. and the risk of failure of the equipment to meet the quality and/or performance standards as agreed with the RAS-technology provider. The 
Company has conducted a technical VDD. A second technical VDD was ordered, but not completed due to conflict of interest.
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Risk factors (II/V)

Design risk: Design and engineering of a RAS-facility is complex and involves several uncertainties pertaining to inter alia the design of the fish tanks and piping and the key design for circulation (oxygen) 
and handling of solids, in particular as design and engineering decisions to a large degree must depend on theoretical calculations due to the limited number of operative RAS-facilities producing full-grown 
salmon. Mistakes during design and engineering may increase the risks described in the preceding paragraph. Particular areas, where there are several recognized theoretical methods of calculation, are on 
estimations of expected levels of CO2 as well as expected amount of suspended solids, with the latter at higher levels causing inefficiency in the production with extra time needed during purging. Although, 
mistakes in the design and engineering may be remedied, for example with installation of additional CO2 strippers (to lower CO2 levels) and/or application of feed specialized for RAS production (in the case of 
suspended solids), there can be no assurance that miscalculations or mistakes during design and engineering can be remedied in full, which again may have a material adverse effect on the business, 
financial condition, results of operations or cash flow of the Company. 

Volume risk: Although a number of technical adaptations have been made by the RAS-supplier and technical consultants to make it possible for the Company to gradually achieve its targeted full production 
volumes (6,300 tons round weight / 5,300 tons HOG annually), no assurance can be given that the Company will be able to meet its targeted full production volumes within the estimate time or at all. The 
RAS-supplier's contractual guarantee is limited to 5,000 tons round weight annually (corresponding to 4,200 tons HOG), and the technical VDD does not provide any guarantee that the target volumes will be 
achieved.     

Strategy risk: No assurance can be given that the Company will achieve its objectives or other anticipated benefits, and risks relating to the successful implementation of the Company's strategies may 
increase by a number of external factors, which may require the management's focus and resources, and which could in turn imply failure or delay in the successful adoption of the Company's business 
strategy.

Biological risk: The Company's operations are subject to several biological risks which could have a negative impact on future profitability and cash flows. An outbreak of a significant or severe disease 
represents a cost for the Company through e.g. direct loss of fish, loss of biomass growth, accelerated harvesting and poorer quality of the fish and may also be followed by a subsequent period of reduced 
production capacity and loss of income.

Other operational risk: The Company's operations require several critical input factors for its production, including among others water, electricity, fish eggs and fish feed. The Company will be dependent on 
regularity and quality delivered by its suppliers to maintain the production plan. In particular, the Company's operations depend on obtaining and maintaining access to a steady supply of clean water and be 
able to properly handle discharge water, and the quality and availability of fish eggs which are expected to be imported from other countries such as for example Iceland. The Company's expected operational 
cost is based on best estimates from a limited number of existing RAS facilities, and no assurance can be given as to the accuracy of such estimates, substantially higher operational cost than expected may 
have a material adverse effect on the business, financial condition and results of operations. Also, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine may cause fluctuations in the Company's construction and operational costs, 
foreign exchange, credit and interest rate risk. These and other operations risks may also lead to interruptions in the operation of the facility, inability to comply with obligations towards customers, third party 
liability or loss of biomass.   

Dependence on key personnel: The Company's development and prospects are dependent upon the continued services and performance of its key personnel. The loss of the services of any key personnel 
may have an adverse impact on the Company. In addition, the Company depends on professional and operational personnel that are not currently employed by the Company. The international structure of 
the group, with a Norwegian parent company and an operational company in Japan, may potentially increase the challenges relating to recruiting and retaining key personnel. An inability to attract and retain 
such professional and operational personnel, or the unavailability of such skilled crews, could have an adverse impact on the Company. 

Dependency on customers and other third parties: The Company has entered into an exclusive sales- and distribution agreement with Marubeni, ensuring distribution and take-off for the Company, but 
with the commercial success depending on the agreements the Company and Marubeni achieve with the end-customers and how well they together succeed with its marketing. The Company will to a large 
extent rely on the abilities of Marubeni for the vaste majority of its revenue with limited options for trading through other distributors to the extent Marubeni underperform. 

Goodwill and reputational risk: The Company's business depends on client goodwill, reputation and on maintaining good relationships with clients, partners, suppliers, employees and end-consumers, and 
circumstances that publicly damage the Company's goodwill, injure the Company's reputation or damage the Company's business relationships, may lead to a broader adverse effect than solely monetary 
liability.

Business concentration in one industry: As all the Company's assets will be concentrated in a single industry, the Company may be more vulnerable to particular economic, political, regulatory, 
environmental or other developments than would a company holding a more diversified portfolio of assets, and the aggregate return of the Company will be substantially adversely affected by the 
unfavourable performance of a single facility.
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Risk factors (III/V)

Farmed salmon price: Both short-term or long-term decreases in the price of farmed salmon may have a material adverse effect on the business, financial condition, results of operations or cash flow of the 
Company.

Restrictive covenants in any future debt facilities of the Company will impose financial and other restrictions: The Company's potential future loan facilities might impose, operating and financial 
restrictions on the Company. These restrictions may inter alia limit the Company's ability to pay dividends, incur additional indebtedness, create liens on its assets, and additional actions which may otherwise 
be beneficial for the Company. The draft indicative term sheets received for the financing of the construction of the production facility contain significant restrictions, including cash-sweep mechanisms, 
dividend restrictions, financial covenants and various covenants as to the operations of the business. 

Dependency on cash flow from its subsidiary: The Company depends on obtaining cash from its Japanese subsidiary, Proximar Ltd, in order to pay dividends to its shareholders and to meet other various 
obligations. The further debt financing agreements expected to be entered into in connection with the construction of the production facility is likely to include restrictions on dividends from Proximar Ltd.

Risk related to global economy and consumer spending: The Company is exposed to fluctuations in the global economy in general, as well as the end consumers' spending.

Currency exchange risk: Fluctuations in currency exchange rates may have a material impact on the Company's operational performance. The Company expects the majority of its income to be 
denominated in JPY. Capital expenditures are expected to be mainly denominated in JPY and USD, whereas operating expenses are expected to be mainly in JPY. Hence, the investment is predominantly 
JPY and USD related.

Borrowing and leverage: The Company will seek to finance its facility in part by borrowed funds. There is a risk that income from the facility obtained with borrowed funds is not sufficient to cover the cost of 
borrowings and that the net income of the Company will be negatively affected by such borrowing arrangements.  

Lack of operating and financial history: The Company was incorporated in June 2015 and, as it is still in the development phase, has no operating history or financial history upon which prospective 
investor can evaluate its likely performance, increasing the uncertainty of an investment in the Company.

Risk related to laws and regulations: The Company's activities are inter alia subject to regulations relating to environmental protection, food safety and hygiene, as well as permit requirements and 
restrictions on the disposal of waste and water from the facility. Future changes in domestic and international laws and regulations applicable to the Company can be unpredictable and are beyond the control 
of the Company.

Tax risk: Changes in applicable tax laws, regulations, or tax treaties, and the interpretation thereof in the various countries may result in the need for a restructuring of the Company's current legal structure 
and/or a materially higher effective tax rate on earnings.

Insurance risk: The Company's general liability and project insurance may not provide sufficient coverage.

Litigation risk: The Company may in the future be involved in litigation and disputes. Lawsuits, claims and compliance risks could potentially expose the Company to significant losses and liabilities, as well 
as the diversion of management's attention to these matters.

Activism risk: The Company may be a target for activism of various kinds with the aim to cause reputational damage or damage to production facilities (spread of information, sabotage, etc.).

Risks related to the COVID-19 outbreak: The outbreak of the corona virus (COVID-19) is still a risk factor in Asia, with travel restrictions and delay in shipments and import handling, may have material 
adverse effect on the Company, in particular as the management and aquaculture expertise predominantly is based in Norway and Denmark, and key suppliers to the facility is based outside of Japan, 
whereas the RAS-facility is to be constructed and operated in Japan. The corona virus may affect the overall execution of the Company's plans and result in delays, additional costs and liabilities. 
Furthermore, the coronavirus may lead to financial distress with the Company’ suppliers and prospective customers.

Risk relating to estimates, targets, forecasts, assumptions and forward-looking information contained herein: This presentation includes forward-looking information, including estimates, targets, 
forecasts, plans or similar projected information. Such information is based on various assumptions made by the Group and/or third parties that are subject to inherent risks and may prove to be inaccurate or 
unachievable. Such assumptions are not verified. Forwardlooking information included is based on current information, estimates and plans that may be changed within short without notice. Investors are 
cautioned to place undue reliance on such forward-looking information.
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Risk factors (IV/V)

Risks Related to the Bonds 

Risk of being unable to repay the Bonds: During the lifetime of the Bonds, the Issuer will be required to make payments on the Bonds. The ability to scheduled repayments and interest payments on 
indebtedness, including the Bonds, will depend on the future financial performance of the Group and its ability to obtain further financing. If the Group is unable to service its indebtedness, it will be forced to 
adopt an alternative strategy that may include actions such as reducing or delaying capital expenditures, selling assets, restructuring or refinancing indebtedness or seeking equity capital. The Company 
cannot assure investors that any of these alternative strategies could be effectuated on satisfactory terms, if at all, or that they would yield sufficient funds to make required payments on the Bonds and our 
other indebtedness. In addition, any failure to make scheduled payments of interest and principal on outstanding indebtedness is likely to result in a reduction of credit rating, which could harm the ability to 
incur additional indebtedness on acceptable terms.

The Issuer may have insufficient funds to make required repurchases of Bonds: The Bond Terms provide for certain redemption and repurchase mechanics in respect of the Bonds which entail 
redemption or repurchase with a premium, either voluntarily or mandatorily. The latter will be the case, inter alia, upon the occurrence of a change of control event (as described in the Bond Terms), whereby 
each individual holder of Bonds (a "Bondholder") has a right to require that the Issuer purchases all or some of the Bonds at 101% of par value (plus accrued interest). There can be no assurance that the 
Issuer will have sufficient funds at the time of such event to make the required repurchase of the Bonds, should a mandatory repurchase event occur.

There are restrictions on the transferability of the Bonds: The Bonds have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or any U.S. state securities laws. 
Furthermore, the Issuer does not intend to register the Bonds under any other country's securities laws. This limits the Bondholders' ability to offer or sell the Bonds in certain jurisdictions. It is each potential 
investor's obligation to ensure that the offers and sales of Bonds comply with all applicable securities laws. Due to these restrictions, there is a risk that a Bondholder will not be able sell its Bonds as desired.

The Bonds are structurally subordinated to liabilities of the Issuer's subsidiaries: Generally, claims of creditors of the Issuer's subsidiaries, including trade creditors and creditors holding indebtedness, 
will have priority with respect to the assets and earnings of the subsidiary over the claims of creditors of the Issuer and will be entitled to payments of their claims from the assets of such subsidiaries before 
these assets are made available for distribution to the Issuer, as a direct or indirect shareholder, in each case to the extent the Issuer's obligations are not secured and/or guaranteed by the relevant entity. 
Accordingly, absent a guarantee, the Bonds will be structurally subordinated to all such creditor's claims against such subsidiaries and in an enforcement scenario, such creditors will generally be entitled to 
payment in full from the sale or other disposal of the assets of such subsidiaries before the Issuer, as a direct or indirect shareholder, will be entitled to receive any distribution. 

There is no active trading market for the Bonds: The Bonds are not and will not be admitted to trading on a stock exchange. As a result, bondholders may find it difficult or impossible to trade their Bonds 
when desired or at a price level which allows for a profit comparable to similar investments. 

Bondholders may be overruled by majority votes taken in the bondholders' meetings: The Bond Terms include certain provisions regarding bondholders' meeting and written procedures. Such 
meetings and procedures may be used to reach decisions on matters relating to the bondholders' interest. The Bond Terms allow for stated majorities to bind all bondholders, including bondholders who have 
not taken part in the meeting or procedure and those who have voted against the majority. Consequently, there is a risk that the actions of the majority in such matters will impact a bondholder's rights in a 
manner that is undesirable for it. 

No action against the Issuer and bondholders' representation: In accordance with the Bond Terms, the bond trustee will represent all bondholders in all matters relating to the Bonds and the bondholders 
are prevented from taking actions on their own against the Issuer. Consequently, individual bondholders do not have the right to take legal actions to declare any default by claiming any payment from the 
Issuer and may therefore lack effective remedies unless and until a requisite majority of the bondholders agree to take such action.

Risks relating to the shares

The price of the shares may fluctuate significantly: The trading price of the shares could fluctuate significantly in response to a number of factors beyond the Company's control, including but not limited to 
quarterly variations in operating results, adverse business developments, changes in financial estimates and investment recommendations or ratings by securities analysts, significant contracts, acquisitions 
or strategic relationships, publicity about the Company, its products and services or its competitors, lawsuits against the Company, unforeseen liabilities, changes to the regulatory environment in which it 
operates or general market conditions.  

In recent years, the stock market has experienced extreme price and volume fluctuations. This volatility has had a significant impact on the market price of securities issued by many companies. Those 
changes may occur without regard to the operating performance of these companies. The price of the Company's shares may therefore fluctuate based upon factors that have little or nothing to do with the 
Company, and these fluctuations may materially affect the price of its shares. This may result in a part or full loss of value under the Bonds and the conversion rights.
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Risk factors (V/V)

Restrictions on dividend: The Company's ability to pay dividends is dependent on the availability of distributable reserves and the Company may be unwilling to pay any dividends in the future regardless of 
availability of distributable reserves. The Company does not expect to pay dividends in the near future.

Dilution: Shareholders not participating in future issues of shares or other securities may be diluted.

Nominee accounts: Investors may be unable to exercise their voting rights for shares registered in a nominee account.

Action against the Company: Norwegian law may limit shareholders' ability to bring an action against the Company.

Investors may have difficulty enforcing any judgment obtained in the United States against the Company or its directors or officers in Norway: The Company is incorporated under the laws of 
Norway and all of its current directors and executive officers reside outside the United States. Furthermore, most of the Company's assets and most of the assets of the Company’s directors and executive 
officers are located outside the United States. As a result, investors may be unable to effect service of process on the Company or its directors and executive officers or enforce judgments obtained in the 
United States courts against the Company or such persons in the United States, including judgments predicated upon the civil liability provisions of the federal securities laws of the United States. The United 
States and Norway do currently not have a treaty providing for reciprocal recognition and enforcement of judgments (other than arbitral awards) in civil and commercial matters.

The transfer of the shares is subject to restrictions under the securities laws of the United States and other jurisdictions: The shares have not been registered under the U.S. Securities Act or any 
U.S. state securities laws or any other jurisdiction outside of Norway and are not expected to be registered in the future. As such, the shares may not be offered or sold except pursuant to an exemption from 
the registration requirements of the U.S. Securities Act and applicable securities laws. In addition, there can be no assurances that shareholders residing or domiciled in the United States will be able to 
participate in future capital increases or rights offerings.

Shareholders outside Norway are subject to exchange risk: The shares listed are priced in NOK, and any future payments of dividends on the shares listed on Euronext Growth will be paid in NOK. 
Accordingly, any investor outside Norway is subject to adverse movements in NOK against their local currency as the foreign currency equivalent of any dividends paid on the shares listed on Euronext 
Growth or price received in connection with sale of such shares could be materially adversely affected.
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